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Abstract
In this study, eight independent rainfall events were sampled sequentially from September 20, 2019 to June 15,
2020, in Bartın province located at the western Black Sea coast of Turkey. Manually collected volume based
sequential samples were analyzed for pH and water soluble ions involving F-, Cl-, NO3

-, SO4
2–, PO4

3-, Na+, K+,

NH4
+, Mg2+ and Ca2+. Total trace and major elements (sum of soluble and insoluble fractions), and elemental

and organic carbons (EC and OC) contents of the sequential samples were measured. Water insoluble
particulate matters in the sequential samples were characterized for their sizes, morphologies and the
compositions by using Scanning Electron Microscopy Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectrometry (SEM-EDS) and
particle size analyzer. Results of SEM-EDS, particle size distributions, chemical analyses and the upper
atmospheric backtrajectories were used to apportion the sources of the water insoluble single particulate
matters in sequential rain samples. Using the proposed method, iron-steel facilities, and thermal power plants
were identi�ed as the signi�cant regional sources. Urban tra�c and natural emission were identi�ed as the
local sources.

Introduction
Sequential rainfall sampling is desirable for obtaining more detailed data relating to the process of pollutant
removal from the atmosphere, better evaluating the potential biological and environmental problems, and
determining the pollutant source regions and types. It has been known that rainwater is an important sink for
atmospheric pollutants and therefore the chemical composition and the amounts of pollutants vary depending
on the source regions (Akoto et al. 2011; Bayramoğlu Karşı et al. 2018; White et al. 2013). In sequential rain
samples, the amounts of pollutants measured at the earlier sequences of a rain event are signi�cantly higher
than the concentrations measured in the following fractional samples of the same rain event. Since the �rst
two or three fractional samples (sequences) are affected by both the rainout (incloud scavenging) and the
washout (below-cloud scavenging) processes. On the other hand, the following sequences are affected mainly
by the constituents of the rain droplets (rainout) and the regional or local background concentrations at the
receptor site. In general, in constant volume based sequential rainfall events, the �rst and the second
sequences remove most of the coarse particulates through washout processes effectively and therefore the
following sequences become enriched with �ne particulates due to particulate matters (PMs) that are already
present in cloud droplets and the additional new �ne PMs introduced into sequences by the below cloud
scavenging (washout) process. Therefore, the increased number of �ne PMs from both rainout and washout
processes in a sequential sample can create an opportunity to characterize more single atmospheric
particulate matter.

Sequential sampling of rainfall events can be evaluated as one of the useful atmospheric sampling methods to
quantify both water soluble and insoluble pollutants and relate them with their possible local and distant
sources. However, the presence of secondary air pollutants that are produced through atmospheric chemical
and photochemical reactions of gaseous pollutants may sometimes cause complications in source
apportionment studies. The rainfall events are stochastic processes and their frequencies of occurrence and
depths are random variables that de�ne the temporal structure of the events. On the other hand, the source
regions and the source types affecting the air masses during regional atmospheric transports and the
aforementioned random variables create more opportunities to detect possible marker species in rain waters. It
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is clear that the probability of obtaining single atmospheric particulate matter in sequences of a rainfall event
is higher than the samples obtained from direct wet-only deposition, dry deposition, and PM samplings on �lter
materials. Besides, rain samples represent a column of the atmosphere at the receptor site from ground level to
clouds. Therefore, rainwaters naturally involve particles almost in all size fractions which is not the case in PM
sampling methodologies in which intended size ranges of PMs are collected. Pollutant amounts in the
sequences of rainfall events following the �rst and the second sequences are less impacted by the earth crust
when compared with the ground-level aerosol samplings.

Source apportionment studies require well-characterized and correctly identi�ed, quanti�ed, and speciated
pollutant species to obtain reliable results. In addition, examining single atmospheric particulate matter using
multiple analytical techniques adds value to source apportionment studies. (J Ding et al. 2019; X Ding et al.
2019). Since working with a single particulate matter can be advantageous for the source identi�cations and
the better understanding of the fates of the particles during atmospheric transports (Xhoffer et al. 1991).
Hence, single particle analyses can provide direct evidence for the compositions and the morphologies of the
atmospheric PMs (Zeb et al. 2018).

There are several studies in the literature applying Scanning Electron Microscopy Energy Dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (SEM EDS) directly or as a complementary technique to characterize airborne particulate matters
(PMs) in urban atmospheres (Bharti et al. 2017; Karaca et al. 2019; C Y Li et al. 2016; Satsangi & Yadav 2014;
Xie et al. 2009; Xue et al. 2019; Yin et al. 2020; Zeb et al. 2018), industrial atmospheres (Yin et al. 2020;
Margiotta et al. 2015; Cvetković et al. 2012), rural atmospheres (Wagner et al. 2019; W Li et al. 2020; Delgado et
al. 2010). There are several studies using SEM EDS for characterization of the PMs in the samples of raw and
treated water (Pivokonsky et al. 2018), marine water (Reisser et al. 2014), snow deposits (Miler & Gosar 2013),
fallout PMs in HEPA �ltered cleanroom (Malli Mohan et al. 2019), and organic PMs generated by raindrop
impaction in soil (Wang et al. 2016). Literature studies show that the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
combined with Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectrometry (EDS) can be a very useful technique in determining the
elemental compositions, sizes, and morphologies of the PMs in a broad range of environmental samples.

To the best of our knowledge, no studies have been conducted to characterize the single atmospheric
particulate matter in sequences of a rainfall event using SEM EDS combined with laser diffraction technique
directly to determine the particle size distribution in rain sequences without any sample treatment and
dispersant introduction.

In this study, we determined the size distributions of water insoluble particulate matters in the sequences of
eight independent rain events by using a particle size analyzer directly. For further characterizations of water
insoluble PMs for their sizes, chemical compositions, and morphologies we applied several analytical
techniques such as ion chromatography for water soluble ions, Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass
Spectrometer (ICP-MS) for the major and trace elements, and SEM EDS for the determination of morphology,
size and relative chemical composition or mineralogy of PMs in sequential rainfall samples. However, a
complete characterization of PMs requires more sophisticated and expensive instrumentations, such as micro-
FTIR, micro-Raman spectroscopy, that should be incorporated into analytical methods (Wagner et al. 2019). For
the evaluation and identi�cation of the PMs, we used their relative chemical compositions obtained from SEM
EDS and compared the EDS results and SEM images with the literature. Our main goal, in this study, is to show
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the advantage of sequential rain sampling in obtaining more single atmospheric PMs per sample compared to
ground level wet-only and other PM sampling methods.

Materials And Methods
Sampling sites and sample collection 

Eight rainfall events were sampled sequentially using volume based approach from September 20, 2019 to
June 15, 2020, in Bartın province located at the western Black Sea coast of Turkey. The �rst rainfall sample
was collected at Bartın University Campus (altitude of 61 m) and the rest of the samples were collected at
Orduyeri district of Bartın (41°38'43.5"N and 32°20'03.2"E) approximately 1.0 km far from the city center (Fig.
1) at an altitude of 25 m.  Manual sequential rain samples were collected by means of a stainless-steel funnel
having a 40 cm surface diameter �xed on a stainless steel tripod stand having a height of 1.5 m from the
ground level. Samples were collected in prewashed and labeled wide-mouth glass bottles. Volumes of
sequences were 200 mL except for the �rst rainfall event in which the collected sequence volumes were 250
mL.

The long-term (from 1961 to 2020) annual average temperature at the receptor site is 12.8 °C (ranging from 4.0
to 22.0 oC monthly averages) and the annual average rainfall is 1043.9 mm.

Monthly average rainfall depths change from 54.7 mm (May) to 131.8 mm (December) for the corresponding
long-term period (www.mgm.gov.tr). The climate of the sampling region can be categorized as a mesothermal
climate with moderate temperatures as a warm-temperate rainy climate. Bartın province, the receptor site, is
surrounded by mountains having altitudes lower than 1600 m from north, west, and east sectors and the
population of the province was 199,000 as of 2020. Bartın city center is 15 km from the Black Sea and takes
place at the eastern sector of the western part of the Black Sea. Sixty-two percent of the region is covered with
forests and shrubbery (the forested area is 56 %) and 30 % of the land belongs to agricultural activities. The
prevailing wind sectors are north-northeast (16 %), and north and west sectors (7 %). The main sources of air
pollution in the province are domestic heating, local tra�c, and three highways (755-01, 755-05, and 010-08)
around the city and other minor point sources located at the organized industrial zones involving textile (31 %),
plastics (18 %), iron and woodworks (13 %). In heating season both coal and natural gas have been used for
domestic heating. According to the reports of the Turkish Ministry of Environment and Urbanization, the rate of
natural gas usage in the city is 95 % (Environmental Status Report for Bartın City, 2017 and 2019) available in
Turkish at https://webdosya.csb.gov.tr/db/ced/icerikler/bart-n_-cdr2017-20181016142716.pdf and
https://webdosya.csb.gov.tr/db/ced/icerikler/bart-n_-cdr2019-20201002083843.pdf). However, considering the
high levels of PMs (PM10 and PM2.5) and SO2 in the heating season, given in the second report, it is understood
that a signi�cant amount of coal has still been used for domestic heating. Besides, there are additional
potential industrial pollution sources taking place in the neighboring provinces Zonguldak (90 km to Bartın)
and Karabük (50 km to Bartın). Zonguldak and the districts, at the west sector of the sampling sites, host Ereğli
Iron-steel facility that is one of the biggest iron-steel facilities in Turkey, coal mining facilities, and seven
thermal power plants involving the biggest ones in Turkey, namely, Çatalağzı Thermal Power Plant (about 3000
MW). Another potential regional pollutant source for the receptor site in this study is the iron-steel facility in
Karabük province located in the south-southeast sector of Bartın.

http://www.mgm.gov.tr/
https://webdosya.csb.gov.tr/db/ced/icerikler/bart-n_-cdr2017-20181016142716.pdf
https://webdosya.csb.gov.tr/db/ced/icerikler/bart-n_-cdr2019-20201002083843.pdf
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Sample Analyses 

pH measurements of samples and �eld blank were done at the laboratory, as soon as possible following the
sampling, using 15 mL volumes. Following the pH measurements, the sequential samples were divided into
varying volumes to be used for further analyses as follow: 

100.0 mL of samples were used directly for the particle size distribution using Malvern Mastersizer 3000
(Malvern, UK), having a total of 64 channels or detectors used to measure both the red and the blue parts of
measurement, without using any additional dispersant. The analyzer contains a total of 64 channels or
detectors used to measure both the red and blue parts of a measurement.  In order to prevent the formations of
�occulation and/or agglomerations, the samples were subjected to particle size determinations following the
pH measurements as soon as possible. Particle size distributions from 0.1 µm to 3.0 mm were determined
successfully. In this study, we showed that the particle size distributions in rain sequences can be determined
successfully, as reported in our previous work (Bayramoğlu Karşı et al., 2018).  One of the most critical steps in
this analysis is to purge the sample introduction chamber with ultrapure water (at least two times or more
depending on previous samples analyzed) before the sample introduction due to low PM contents in the
sequences. Another important point in this measurement is the sample volume to be used for the particle size
distributions. Rain sequence samples contain limited amounts of particulate matter, therefore, at least 100.0
mL of sample is required for the analyzer used.

 50.0 mL of the samples were transferred into HDPE bottles and acidi�ed with supra pure nitric acid and stored
at +4 oC until ICP-MS analyses for total (soluble and insoluble) major and trace metals including Ag, Al, As, Ba,
Be, Bi, Cd, Co, Cr, Cs, Cu, Fe, Ga, Li, Mg, Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb, Sb, Se, Sn, Sr, Tl, V, and Zn. For the digestions of
sequential samples Method 3005A (US EPA) was followed with some partial modi�cations. Brie�y, the samples
were transferred into clean beakers and 5 mL of concentrated nitric acid (Merck Supra Pure, Germany), 1 mL of
concentrated hydrochloric acid (Merck Supra Pure, Germany), and 1 mL of concentrated hydro�uoric acid
(Merck Pro analysis, Germany) were added. The beakers were covered with watch glasses and placed in a
water bath at 80 ± 5 oC. The samples were evaporated without boiling to volumes of about 2-3 mL and the
same amounts of acids were added once more and re-evaporated to �nal volumes of about 2 mL. The pre-
concentrated samples were transferred into Te�on vessels, 5 mL nitric acid, 1 mL hydrochloric acid, and 0.5 mL
hydro�uoric acid were added and the samples were digested using ETHOS One Microwave Digestion System
(Milestone Inc., USA) for 15 and 20 min. hold times at 175 oC and 200 oC, respectively.   After digestion, the
samples were diluted to 15 mL �nal volumes without �ltration. Total recoverable metals were determined by
using Elan DRC-e ICP MS (Perkin Elmer SCIEX, Norwalk, CT USA). EnviroMAT-Drinking water-Low SRM (SCP
SCIENCE, Quebec, Canada) was used to test the metal recoveries. 

25.0 mL of samples were �ltered through cellulose acetate �lters having a pore size of 0.22 µm, following the
pH measurements, for the determinations of water soluble anions (F−, Cl−, NO2

−, NO3
−, PO4

3-, and SO4
2-) and

cations (Li+, Na+, NH4
+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+) using Dionex ICS-1100 model ion chromatography equipped with a

conductivity detector and AS-DV autosampler. Analyses of samples for water soluble ions were performed the
day after sampling. The cellulose acetate �lters used to �lter the samples for ion chromatography were
transferred into acid-washed glass Petri dishes, labeled, and dried overnight at low temperatures (35-40 oC).
Samples of about 12 mm2 from the �lters were cut under a laminar �ow clean cabinet equipped with a HEPA
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�lter unit and a homemade charcoal cartridge preceding the HEPA �lter. Finally, samples were sealed, re-
labeled, and transferred to the Central Laboratory of Bartın University to carry out the SEM-EDS analyses.
Before SEM-EDS analyses, the samples were coated with Palladium (Pd) and Gold (Au) mixture (about 10 nm
thick). Then the samples were transferred to the SEM (TESCAN, MAIA3 XMU model, Czech Republic) for the PM
characterization.

The remaining volumes (about 10.0 mL) of the samples in glass bottles were stored at +4 oC to determine the
elemental carbon (EC) and organic carbon (OC) contents of the sequential samples. From each sample, 10
successive 100 µL aliquots were added onto a 1.5 cm2 punch of a pre-�red (at 900 oC for 4 hours) quartz �ber
�lter. After each addition, the �lter punch was dried at room temperature in a laminar �ow clean cabinet. Finally,
the �lter punches containing residues from a total of 1.0 mL sample were analyzed for OC and EC using
desktop thermal-optical Sunset OC/EC Analyzer (Sunset Laboratory, Oregon, USA) using NIOSH 870 protocol
(Birch and Cary, 1996). Method recovery for OC was tested using NIST SRM 1648a, Urban Dust, and determined
as 98.0 ± 7.2 %. The method detection limit was calculated as 0.15 µg C/mL rainwater. For the method
detection limit calculation, we used results of 10 replicate measurements of pre-�red quartz �lters. The
standard deviation of replicate results was multiplied by 3 and then by 1.5 (punch area) and divided by 1.0 mL.
The �eld blank levels of EC were lower than the method detection limit, however, detectable amounts of OC
were measured in the �eld blanks and used for the correction of particulate OC results.

Results And Discussions
Rainfall events 

Hourly meteorological data corresponding to sampling time intervals was obtained from the meteorology
station located at the city center of Bartın (Station code: 17020). Upper atmospheric backward trajectories for
the corresponding rain events were calculated from the Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory
(HYSPLIT) modeling system (Rolph et al, 2017; Stein et al, 2015).  The isentropic HYSPLIT model was run to
compute 120 h backward trajectories for 500, 1000, and 1500 m above ground level (AGL) to account for the
maximum fractions of the boundary layer, and GFS (0.25°, global) was selected as meteorology input data.

Sampling times and the antecedent dry days prior to sampling each rainfall event were given in Table 1.
Sample information including sampling date, number of sequences and acidic sequences (pH < 5.6), mean pH
of sequences, and the mean ratio of the sum of anions to the sum of cations (the equivalent ratio) for each of
the rain events were presented in Table 2.   

Table 1. Sampling times and antecedent dry days
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Rainfall
event

Date Start
time

(UTC)

End
time

 (UTC)

No of antecedent dry
days

1 September 20, 2019 11:58 20:01 > 20

2 October 08, 2019 04:50 14:22 2.0

3 November 30, 2019 18:24 19:25 1.0

4 November 30, 2019 – December 01,
2019

20:03 01:04 0.03

5 February 03-04, 2020 17:10 0:00 2.0

6 May 04, 2020 10:56 17:15 0.17

7 May 29, 2020 03:26 12:07 0.12

8 June 15, 2020 09:11 13:40 0.25

 

The abundances of atmospheric PMs depend on the number of antecedent dry days which means that as the
number of dry days increase, the amounts of PMs in the atmosphere increase. Therefore, the water qualities of
rainfall events (events 1, 2, 3, and 5 in this study) following dry days were affected mainly by the washout
mechanisms, whereas the rainout mechanism became more dominant in rainwater composition (event
numbers 4, 6, 7, and 8) (Table 1) due to prewashed air mass column below cloud levels.      

Table 2. Samples information
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Rainfall
event

Date No of
sequences

Acidic
sequences

pH Σanionb Σcationb Σanion/
Σcation

1 September 20, 2019 4 All 4.9 ±
0.32

47.4 ±
30.1

59.4 ±
35.2

0.82 ±
0.16

2 October 08, 2019 5 None 5.88
±
0.28

46.4 ±
38.4

46.0 ±
41.8

1.06 ±
0.12

3 November 30, 2019 4 None 6.35
±
0.21

80.4 ±
76.6

98.3 ±
80.2

0.93 ±
0.37

4 November 30, 2019 –
December 01, 2019

5 1st 5.78
±
0.33

25.9 ±
9.19

33.6 ±
23.0

0.88 ±
0.23

5 February 03-04, 2020  10 2nd and
3rd

5.90
±
0.33

108 ±
80.3

139 ±
120

0.88 ±
0.32

6 May 04, 2020 6 None 5.97
±
0.29

26.1 ±
2.32

36.7 ±
6.41

0.73 ±
0.21a

7 May 29, 2020 12 None 6.10
±
0.24

28.3 ±
5.36

33.4 ±
6.76

0.87 ±
0.22a

8 June 15, 2020 14 1st and
2nd

6.08
±
0.44

10.9 ±
6.28

12.5 ±
6.87

0.89 ±
0.21

aRatio includes bicarbonate (HCO3
−) which was calculated based on measured pH values (Anatolaki &

Tsitouridou 2009).

bΣanion and Σcation are the mean equivalences of total anions and cations calculated from sequential
samples. 

The equivalent ratios of total anions to total cations have been used to check the completeness of the
measured ions and analytical data quality. When the equivalent ratio of total anions to total cations is within
the interval of 1.0 ± 0.25 then the data is commonly assumed acceptable (Anil et al., 2019). The mean
equivalent ratios of the total anions to total cations in this study (Table 2) changed from 0.82 ± 0.16 (event 1)
to 1.06 ± 0.12 (event 2) for all the rainfall events, except for the events 6 and 7. The mean anion to cation ratios
for these events was calculated as 0.38 ± 0.21 and 0.30 ± 0.13, respectively. In this case, there is a signi�cant
level of anion de�ciency that cannot be attributed to unmeasured organic anions. In order to check the
completeness of the measured ions, we added calculated equivalent values of bicarbonate to the equivalents
of total anions. After adding bicarbonates, the equivalent ratios of total anions to total cations become 0.73 ±
0.21 and 0.87 ± 0.22, as presented in Table 2. As discussed below the samples of events 6 and 7 contained
high levels of calcium ion and therefore, the anion de�ciency in these samples can be clearly attributed to
bicarbonate ion as also discussed in Section 3.4.  The lowest total ion concentrations were observed in the
samples of rainfall events 1 and 4. Rainfall events without acidic sequences, namely, rainfall events 2, 6, and 7
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had the highest calcium ion concentrations, 15.1 µg/mL, 28.1 µg/mL, and 17.2 µg/mL, respectively (Table S1).
 The third rainfall event did not have an acidic sequence even having similar levels of nitrate and sulfate (5.1
and 5.7 µg/mL, respectively) concentrations with the events 2, 6, and 7. Besides, the ammonium and the
calcium ions, main neutralizing agents, concentrations are 10 to 18 times, and 5 to 11 times, respectively, lower
than the concentrations measured in the samples of rainfall events 2 and 6. However, the third event samples
contained higher levels of chloride (12.9 and 6.5 times higher than the concentrations observed for events 2
and 6) and sodium (4.7 and 7.7 times higher than that of levels observed in the samples of events 2 and 6)
ions which show that the rainfall event 3 had been affected mainly by Mediterranean and Aegean Sea when
the low levels of anthropogenic pollutants and the 1500 m backtrajectory path following the western region of
Turkey  were considered. Among the eight rainfall events, the �fth rainfall event was the most polluted one
having the highest concentrations of chloride (9.4 µg/mL), nitrate (15.5 µg/mL; 2.6 to 11 times higher than the
others), sulfate (25.4 µg/mL; 4.4 to 12 times higher), ammonium ion (4.75 µg/mL; 2.2 to 40 times higher than
the maximum and the minimum levels observed among the others). Sodium (8.74 µg/mL) and calcium (12.4
µg/mL) ions levels were also observed at higher levels. As will be discussed in the following sections, the air
masses of the �fth rainfall event follow the path over the most industrialized region of Turkey (Marmara
region) and the zone of industrial activities including iron-steel and power plant facilities (Fig. S4 (a)).

Air mass backtrajectory results showed that all the air masses, except for the rainfall events 3, 7, and 8, pass
over Zonguldak province hosting the main point sources like iron-steel and power plants. On the other hand, the
upper atmospheric air masses (1000 and 1500 m) corresponding to rainfall event 5 follow the path from the
Black Sea to the sampling site while the 500 m component follow a slightly different path in which, after
reaching the coastal site, it sinks down and pass over Zonguldak region before precipitation. Air masses of
rainfall event 8 (Fig. S4 (b)) come directly from the west however, the corresponding air masses spent about 70
% of their total residence times at ground levels at the zone where Karabük Iron-steel Facility takes place.
Therefore, as will be discussed in SEM results section, the observed PMs must represent the characteristics of
emissions from forests and Karabük Iron-steel Facility.

pH distributions 

The mean pH of the four sequences of the �rst rainfall event was determined as 4.9 ± 0.32 and changed
between 4.5 and 5.2 which showed that all the sequential sub-samples are in acidic character (pH < 5.6) (Table
2).  The local wind rose and the upper atmospheric air masses at 500 and 1000 m enters the sampling site
from N-NE sector (Figure 2). However, 1500 m above ground level (AGL) air mass (the green line) spends
almost all its time (5 days) at the coastal line between Sakarya and Samsun provinces which covers one of the
most industrialized regions of Turkey. The main pollutant sources in this coastal site are Ereğli Iron-steel
Facility, Zonguldak province itself, and its districts hosting seven thermal power plants including Çatalağzı
Thermal Power Plant facility. The wind directions reported for Bartın may not represent the correct wind sector
due to geographical structure which causes wind re-circulation events. However, whatever the situation is, the
local wind direction shows that the �rst rain event was also contributed by the urban atmosphere of Bartın
province.   

Therefore, the 1500 m air mass and local wind rose to show that the �rst rain event was affected signi�cantly
by iron-steel work facilities, thermal power plants, and the urban atmosphere of Bartın province hence resulted
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in acidic rain waters. On the other hand, it is di�cult to differentiate between the sources of free acidity due to
additional contributions made by the organic acids found in the atmosphere as reported by Rosa M Peña et al.
(2002) for the northwest region of Spain.  It was reported that the most frequently observed acids in rain waters
are formic and acetic acids followed by oxalic, lactic, and citric acids (Peña et al. 2002). Organic acids may
have contributed to the free acidity since the sampling site, in this study, is a forested area and under the
in�uence of both urban and industrial atmospheres. This effect can also be clearly seen from the equivalent
ratios of total anions and total cations as discussed above. Except for the second rainfall event, there are 7 to
17% of anion de�ciencies in the samples that can be attributed to contributions due to the organic acids. None
of the fractions corresponding to rainfall events of 2, 3, 6, and 7 showed an acidic rain character. However, the
�rst fraction of the rainfall event 4, the second and the third fractions of rainfall event 5, and the �rst and the
second fractions of rainfall event 8 showed acidic characters due to very short antecedent dry periods, that is,
the main neutralizing agents like calcium, carbonates, and ammonia were washed out from the atmosphere by
the preceding rain events.  

Ions, trace and major elements

Non-sea salt concentrations of water soluble ions were used in this paper and sodium ion concentration was
used as a reference ion for sea salt to calculate the non-sea salt fractions. Both anions and cations showed
negative correlations with the rain intensities. This relation explains the concentration increases at the last
sequences of a rainfall event which is the general observation in sequential rain samplings. Sum of
equivalences of anions to the sum of equivalences of cations ratio of all rainfall events changed at acceptable
levels, except for the rain events 6 and 7 (Table 2). In general, except for the second event, anion de�ciencies
were observed for all of the rainfall events that can be attributed to unmeasured bicarbonate ions (Bayramoğlu
Karşı et al. 2018). However, the observed anion de�ciencies in the sixth and the seventh rainfall events were
very signi�cant and they cannot be explained by the absence of bicarbonate. Therefore, the anion de�ciencies
observed for these two samples can be attributed to other unmeasured anions originating from biological and
anthropogenic organic acids. Phosphate ion concentration was below the detection limit in all the samples.
Statistically signi�cant correlations between anions and the cations related to the agricultural activities show
that the washout mechanism is much more effective than the rainout mechanism. This observation supports
the dominancy of local pollution sources rather than the long-range transport of pollutants which is
represented by the rainout process.  The ion pairs that showed signi�cant correlation coe�cients (95 % CL, p <
0.05) are; NH4

+ and K+ (0.82), NO3
- and SO4

-2 (0.69), NH4
+ and NO3

- (0.96), K+ and NO3
- (0.84), K+ and SO4

-2

(0.87).  The correlation coe�cient between the sulfate and ammonium ions was not signi�cant (around 0.40)
which shows that there was no signi�cant amount of ammonium sulfate in the samples. The presence of
ammonium sulfate in the atmospheric samples has been used as an indicator for the aged particles, therefore,
the result observed in this study supports the effectiveness of the local sources. The relative contribution of the
washout process on the non-sea salt water soluble ions were calculated using the approach in our previous
publication (Bayramoğlu Karşı et al. 2018). The results were presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Relative amounts of non-sea salt water soluble ions scavenged by washout process (%)
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ID Ammonium Potassium Magnesium Calcium Floride Chloride Nitrate Sulfate

Rainfall-
1

65.1 42.2 63.7 82.1 nd  41.5 71.2 88.9

Rainfall
-2

81.7 46.5 95.9 99.2 78.4 69.7 84.9 79.6

Rainfall
-3

94.3 59.5 98.0 99.0 nd 72.5 88.4 88.3

Rainfall
-4

 nd 26.5 nd  97.7  nd 90.6 67.2 69.4

Rainfall
-5

96.8 84.8 94.4 98.6 95.5 nd  96.3 95.7

Rainfall
-6

99.9 69.8 98.6 98.4  nd 84.7 94.9 82.2

Rainfall
-7

98.2 90.5 98.0 97.9  nd 91.7 92.8 97.8

Rainfall
-8

98.8 92.6 66.4 96.5 95.5 88.2 98.1 97.4

 nd: Not detected.

The relative amounts of ions presented in Table 3 can be evaluated as local contributions to the total ionic
compositions. On the other hand, the rainout mechanism or long-range transport represents the amounts of
pollutants transported to the receptor site by both cloud droplets and the corresponding upper atmospheric air
masses. The relative amount of rainout contribution can be calculated simply by subtracting the values in
Table 3 from 100 for each of the ions. The calculated relative amounts of ions for the rainout process may be
considered as approximate values since there are always local and/or regional background concentrations at
the below cloud levels. For this reason, as will be discussed below, similar types of PMs are frequently observed
in almost all of the sequential samples. The most signi�cant contributions made by the rainout mechanism are
very clear in the results of the �rst and the fourth rainfall events (Table 3), except for calcium and sulfate in the
�rst event and again calcium and chloride in the second event. Potassium ions had the highest rainout to
washout ratio among the samples (except for the samples of 5th, 7th and 8th rainfall events) and followed by
the chloride. It is clear that all the ions from the rainfall events 5, 6, 7, and 8 show the lowest rainout to washout
ratios (20 % or less) compared to the previous four rainfall events which showed varying ratios depending on
the speci�c ions, like potassium, chloride, ammonium, and magnesium. In conclusion, the washout mechanism
was observed to be a more effective factor in the scavenging of water soluble ions than the incloud scavenging
(rainout) mechanism.            

The concentrations of trace and major elements (sum of dissolved and insoluble fractions) measured in this
study were presented in Table S2 for the rainfall events 4, 5, 6, and 7. Among the four rainfall events, the �fth
rainfall event was the most polluted one with respect to measured elements as in the case of water soluble
ions. Backtrajectory results show that the air masses of the �fth rainfall event follow the path over the most
industrialized region of Turkey and the zone of industrial activities including iron-steel and power plant
facilities (Fig. S4 (a)). Aluminum concentration in the �fth rainfall event sample was 2 times higher than the
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concentrations measured in the samples of the fourth and the sixth events, and 35 times higher than the
concentration measured in the sample of the seventh event. Again the As concentration in the �fth rainfall
event sample was 1.3, 3.0, and 5.0 times higher than the concentrations measured in the samples of rainfall
events 4, 6, and 7, respectively. Both crustal and industrial elements had the highest concentrations in the �fth
rainfall event compared to the other three rainfall events. The elements, namely, Sb, Sn, and V had almost
similar concentrations in the samples of fourth and �fth rainfall event samples. Rainfall event 7 samples was
observed to be the least polluted one except for the elements Ba, Bi, Cu, Cs, Pb, and Zn which are higher than or
at comparable levels with the other rainfall event samples. Backtrajectory results showed that the 500, 1000,
and 1500 m air masses originate in Poland and pass over Ukraine, Moldova, and the Black Sea before reaching
the sampling site. Air mass of 500 m corresponding to the seventh rainfall event sinks down on the Blacks Sea
coast for about 12.6 hours and then rises back to 500 m altitude in about 6.3 hours before precipitation.
Therefore, backtrajectory results con�rmed that the air masses of the seventh rainfall event were not affected
by the industrial sources taking place in the sampling region. The lowest and the highest levels of Mg, Al, Fe, Li
Sn, and V were observed in the samples of rainfall events 7 and 5, respectively (Table S2).

Major and trace elements concentrations showed different behaviors with the rain intensities compared with
the water soluble ions. In this study, the observed mathematical relations between the elements and the rain
intensity were not similar among the elements measured and differed from one rainfall event to another. This is
an expected result since the emission sources, and therefore, pollutant characteristics are not similar for the
independent rainfall events. Both negative and positive coe�cients (i.e. inversely or directly proportional) were
observed in the �rst terms of the �tted model equations explaining the relations between the elemental
concentrations and the rain intensities among the rainfall events. The elements having a linear relationship
with the rain intensity are Al, Ba, Ga, Mg, Mn, and V. The metals like Co, Cs, Fe, Li, Pb, and Sn showed linear or
quadratic relationships with the rain intensity among the events. However, the elements, namely, As, Bi, Cd, Cr,
Cu, Mo, Ni, Sb, Se, Sr, and Zn showed quadratic relationships with the rain intensities in all of the rainfall
samples. These results show that the below cloud scavenging of elements is affected by three main factors:
(1) impaction of rain droplet to the PM, (2) PM size, and (3) the solubility of PM or its chemical components in
water (Bayramoğlu Karşı et al. 2018; Lim et al. 1991). Therefore, due to the ine�cacy of the washout
mechanism in scavenging of PM, the concentrations of elements did not show decreasing trend with
increasing sequence numbers, unlike water soluble ions, due to limited solubilities of metal oxides and salts.
Therefore, the concentration contributions from rainout and washout mechanisms to the scavenging of metals
cannot be discriminated easily. 

Organic and elemental carbons

The mean and the total concentrations of particulate organic carbons (OC) and elemental carbons (EC) for
each rainfall event are given in Table 4. Mean values represent the average concentrations calculated from the
sequences having equal volumes, therefore, no volume-weighted averages were used. 

Table 4. The mean ± std and the total OC and EC concentrations in rain water
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ID Mean ± std OC (ΣOC)

(µg/mL)

Mean ± std EC (ΣEC)

 (µg/mL)

Rainfall-1 2.27 ± 2.20 (6.81) < 0.15 µg/mL

Rainfall -2 2.79 ± 1.91 (13.9) < 0.15 µg/mL

Rainfall -3* - -

Rainfall -4 2.18 ± 0.63 (11.0) 0.55 ± 0.40 (1.64)

Rainfall -5 2.73 ± 1.05 (27.3) 0.124 ± 0.076 (0.75)

Rainfall -6 3.28 ± 1.47 (19.7) 0.166 ± 0.20 (1.02)

Rainfall -7 2.40 ± 1.61 (28.8) 0.164 ± 0.25 (1.48)

Rainfall -8 4.23 ± 2.93 (64.6) 0.854 ± 0.995 (9.90)

*OC and EC were not measured.

std: standard deviation.

Measured EC values in the �rst two rainfall events were below the method detection limit (MDL) due to limited
volumes of samples (1.0 mL) used to spike the 1.5 cm2 �lter punches. Again the measured mean EC levels
corresponding to rainfall events 5, 6, and 7 were very close to MDL levels, while the EC concentrations
measured in the sequential samples of 4th and 8th rainfall events were at higher levels which indicated the
presence of combustion sources. The presence of EC in the samples can give valuable information about the
pollution source since OC has varying numbers of primary and secondary sources but EC originates only from
combustion sources and is a primary pollutant. The SEM-EDS analyses showed that the amounts of OC in the
samples were contributed signi�cantly by the primary biological aerosol particles (PBAPs) and biological
organisms in this study. The observed high total OK concentrations (Table 4) clearly indicate the presence of
PBAPs in the samples. This observation shows that the atmospheric coarse and total suspended particulate
(TSP) samples collected directly on �lter media can contain important amounts of biogenic particulates which
might cause erroneous results in the calculations of secondary organic carbon (SOC) and organic materials
(OM) using the EC tracer method as also stated in literature (Edgerton et al. 2009). High levels of OC were
measured from the rainfall events 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7 with a very low corresponding EC levels which indicate,
probably, the presence of signi�cant amounts of PBAPs and biological organisms. During SEM analyses we
observed only a few PBAPs in the samples of rainfall events 4 and 8 compared to about a hundred PMs in 12
mm2 �lter surface. On the other hand, the PBAPs were as abundant as the other types of PMs like terrestrial
PMs, �y ash, and micro�bers in the samples of rainfall events 1, 2, and 5. Therefore, observing measurable
amounts of OC with very low levels of EC together with high PBAPs abundance indicate that the rainfall events
1, 2, and 5 are mainly contributed by the biogenic emissions, while the rest of the rainfall samples seem to be
contributed mainly by the anthropogenic sources.    

Particle size distributions 
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One of the main purposes of this study was to show the possibility of measuring particle size distributions in
rain sequences directly by using laser diffraction technique and relate them with the PMs observed in SEM-EDS
results. As an example of particle size distributions in the sequences of rainfall events, the sixth rainfall event
with six sequences was chosen as an example in order to limit the number of �gures. Particle size distributions
in the sequential samples of rainfall event 8, as an additional example, were presented in supplementary
materials (Fig. S11). In this study, we showed that the particle size distributions in rain sequences can be
determined successfully, as reported in our previous work (Bayramoğlu Karşı et al. 2018).

The particle size distribution (Fig. 3) in the �rst sequence of the sixth rainfall event showed a 3 modal
distribution with a dominant peak at about 2.0 µm with a volume density of about 10 % (primary y-axis of the
graph). The second, fourth, and sixth sequences showed continuous 4 modal distributions. The third sequence
showed three modal distributions and the �fth sequence had bimodal distribution. In general, if there is
stagnant air during precipitation, in words if there is no new front from different sectors carrying rain, then the
�rst two or three sequences show multimodal particle size distributions having higher volume densities at the
coarse end of the particle distribution and the following sequences with a single peak centered at about 1.0 µm
(Bayramoğlu Karşı et al. 2018). One of the most widely observed problems in the particle size distributions is
the artifact peak at about 40-500 µm range, known as air bubble peak that can occur in aqueous dispersions.
Fortunately, the presence of an air bubble peak can be recognized easily as follow: (1) if there is an air bubble
peak then there should be a clear demarcation between the bubble peak and the sample particle peak, and (2) a
microscopic check can clarify the presence of particles in the suspected size ranges. In addition to air bubble
peaks, there are other possible ghost or artifact peaks like thermal, re�ective, and optical modal artifacts. We
did not observe any signi�cant air bubble peak, an isolated peak, in this study as shown in Fig. 3, and the
presence of sample peaks at the suspected regions of the particle size distribution was veri�ed by measuring
the particle sizes in the SEM images.  

The number of peaks or multimodal distributions in particle sizes clearly showed the contributions caused by
the washout, in which raindrops scavenge the PMs corresponding to the below cloud levels, and the rainout
mechanisms. On the other hand, a sequence with a single peak centered at about 1.0 or 1.5 µm showed mainly
the effect of the rainout process in the observed particle population.

The �rst sequence of the rainfall event given in Fig. 3 shows lower relative volume densities for the coarse
particles than the expected amounts due to the uncollected rain event which prewashed the local atmosphere
about 4 hours ago.

The median, Dv(50), value for the corresponding rainfall event changed between 1.39 µm (sequence 6) and
2.89 µm (sequence 2) means that half of the particulate matter sizes lie below this central value and the other
half of particles lie above the central value. Particle sizes corresponding to Dv(10) showed that 10 % of the
particle population lies below the corresponding particle sizes. Similarly, Dv(90) means that 90 % of the
distribution lies below the value corresponding to Dv(90) in Fig. 3. Therefore, for the �rst sequence, half of the
particulates have sizes higher and lower than 2.22 µm Dv(50), and 90 % of the particle population have sizes
lower than 10.2 µm.    

SEM-EDS results
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SEM images and the morphologies of some selected primary biological aerosol particles (PBAPs) and
biological organisms observed in the rainfall events sequences are presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. S1. PBAPs were
observed in almost all of the sequences but with dominant fractions in the �rst two or three sequences.

PBAPs are airborne biological PMs such as bacteria, pollen, fungal spores, and algae that are found in a
widespread manner in the atmosphere (Delgado et al. 2010; W Li et al. 2020; Zeb et al. 2018). They are
transported from the primary biological emission sources to the atmosphere (Delgado et al. 2010; Smith et al.
2018) and they play an important role in atmospheric chemistry, clouds, and the climate (W. Li et al., 2020).
Additionally, abundances of PBAPs on the samples may lead to signi�cant changes in OC/EC ratios which are
widely used for source apportionments and secondary organic carbon determinations. Most of the PBAPs
presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. S1 were obtained from the sequences of rainfall events 1 (September 20, 2019) and
8 (June 15, 2020).

The SEM-EDS results of the selected PMs were grouped with their corresponding sequence numbers in order to
discriminate between the washout and rainout mechanisms. Because earlier sequences contain more earth
crust materials, local pollutants, and PBAPs due to the washout process which scavenges PMs in a column of
atmosphere from ground level to the clouds. SEM images, morphologies, and the sizes of PMs with the
corresponding sequence numbers and the percent atomic abundances embedded as textboxes into the original
images, were presented in the following �gures. The PMs observed in the �rst two or three fractions of rainfall
events are generally large in sizes and irregularly shaped particles together with primary biological aerosol
particles (PBAPs) and submicron PMs. Therefore, the high population of these particles sometimes limits the
number of targeted micron and submicron size single PMs. However, in contrast to samples of particulate
matter on �lter media collected directly from the atmosphere, there is an opportunity to have less population of
large particles on the �lter samples of rain sequences.  In sequential rain samples, sequence volume can be
divided into several fractional volumes, �ltered, and prepared for the SEM EDS analyses to have more isolated
single PMs. In the following �gures, the selected PMs were grouped according to their appearances in rainfall
sequences. Then the characterization and the probable sources of PMs were discussed with respect to
backtrajectory calculations and the wind rose plots.

Some selected SEM images and the corresponding EDS results embedded into the original images of PMs
observed from the �rst sequences of rainfall events 5 and 8 were presented in Fig. S2 and Fig. S3. Back
trajectories and the corresponding local wind rose plots for the rainfall events 5 and 8 were presented in Fig S4
(a) and (b). Upper atmospheric backtrajectories and the local wind rose plots showed almost similar air-mass
transport sectors. 1000 and 500 m air masses corresponding to the rainfall event 5 originate from the north
and follow the path at about 1000-1500 m and then sink to the ground when they enter Turkey. The air masses
spend about 25% of their residence time at ground level and reach the receptor site. However, 1500 m air mass
originates from the western Mediterranean Sea and enters Turkey from the Aegean region, and follows the path
starting from Marmara Region to the receptor site at an altitude of about 1000 m. Therefore, all the air masses
pass over the zone involving iron-steel and power plant facilities (Fig. S4). On the other hand, 500, 1000, and
1500 m upper atmospheric backtrajectories corresponding to rainfall event 8 start from around Greece then
enters Turkey from the west sector and then arrive at the receptor site from the eastern (500 and 1000 m) and
north-western sectors (1500 m). Therefore, it is clear that both of the rainfall events were affected by emissions
of iron-steel works and thermal power plants (Rainfall event 5 from Ereğli Iron-steel Facility and power plants,
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Rainfall event 8 from Karabük Iron-steel Facility). Besides, the air masses of rainfall event 8 spent about 70 %
(80 hours) of their total residence times (120 hours) at ground levels which can explain the observed PMs
representing the emissions from forests and Karabük Iron Steel Facility (Fig. S2 and Fig. S3). Two �y ash
spherules (a), irregularly shaped two sulfurous PMs and an iron-rich PM (d), and a pyrite (FeS2) (e) in Fig. S2
were observed in the �rst sequential sample of rainfall event 8. The corresponding EDS results showed that
rainfall event 8 had been affected by the emissions of both iron-steel works (natural iron ore, pyrite) and the
thermal power plants (sulfur-rich �y ash PMs). The SEM images labeled as (b), (c), and (f) in Fig. S2 showed
that the rainfall event 5 had been affected mainly by the natural sources such as earth crust materials (c) and
biological PMs (b) and organisms (f).  Some of the observed PMs in the �rst sequence samples of rainfall
events 1 and 7 were given in Fig. S3.  High abundances of PBAPs and crustal materials were observed in the
samples of rainfall event 1 (Fig. S3 (a), since the air mass of 1500 m corresponding to the event (Fig. 2) spent
most of its residence time (about 60 %) at ground levels, between Zonguldak and Bartın coastal region. The
SEM images and the EDS results of PMs ((b)-(f)) in Fig. S3 were observed in the �rst sequential sample of
rainfall event 7. The air masses of rainfall event 7 come from the north (over the Black Sea), however, the 500
m air mass sinks to the ground at the region where the iron steel facility and the power plants were localized
and stays at that level for about 15 hours and then rises back to 500 m level. Therefore, this path clearly
indicated that the 500 m air mass had been mainly affected by the emissions of the iron-steel facility, as also
supported by the observed iron oxide spherules in the SEM-EDS results presented in Fig. S3 (b) and (d), and a
trigonal pyramidal iron oxide PM Fig. S3 (f). A spherical C-O containing PM which is a grain of pollen (e) and
another C-O containing perfect spherule of an organic matter in (f) which might be a secondary organic particle
or a combustion product.

Some selected SEM-EDS results of the PMs observed in the second sequences of rainfall events 8 (Fig. S5 (a)-
(b), 2, 5, and 7 (Fig. S6) were presented in Fig. S5 and Fig. S6. SEM images and the EDS results of PMs
observed in the second sequence of rainfall event 8 show that the local or urban atmosphere has also an
important contribution to the PM compositions in addition to the industrial activities. The presence of soot
particle agglomerates (Fig. S5 (a)), fungal spore (Fig. S5 (c)) and sulfurous �y ash PMs with spherical and
irregular shapes support this local contribution. The PMs in Fig. S6 were observed in the second sequences of
rainfall events 2 ((e) and (f)), 5 ((a) and (b)), and 7 ((c) and (d)). Air masses of 500, 1000, and 1500 m for
rainfall event 2 pass over the Zonguldak industrial region, but the 500 m air mass sinks to ground level again,
as observed for rainfall event 7, at the iron-steel facility region before reaching the sampling point. The SEM-
EDS results in Fig. S6 (a) and (b) correspond to PMs observed in the second sequential sample of the �fth
rainfall event. One of the particles (a) had a spherical and the other had a �brous shape. Both the particles are
classi�ed as �y ash PMs originating most probably from thermal power plants due to low iron but higher sulfur
abundances. Two organic �brous PMs (Fig. S6 (c) and (d) with aspect ratios of 17 and 21, respectively, were
observed in the second sequence of the rainfall event 7. The last two PMs in Fig. S6 (e) and (f) were observed
in the second sequential sample of the second rainfall event. These two PMs are local contaminants
originating from urban tra�c that is, typical re-suspended road dust PMs involving mixes of organic spherules,
earth crust material, and traces of Ti, Cu, Zn, Br and W (Bayramoğlu Karşı et al. 2020).

For the representation of third sequential samples, a sequential sample of rainfall event 8 was selected and the
SEM-EDS results were presented in Fig. S7. Again the presence of sulfur-rich and both sulfur and iron-rich PMs
show the contributions of emissions from the iron-steel facility and the coal combustions at the source region.
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The observed PMs in the fourth and the �fth sequential samples (rainfall events 2, 4, and 7 as examples) and
their SEM-EDS results, and morphologies were given in Fig. S8. The air mass backtrajectories of these three
rainfall events originate from the N-NW sector and follow the west sector after arriving in Turkey. The 500 m air
mass of rainfall event 2 sinks to the ground level for about 15 hours and then rises back to 500 m at the
receptor site. The local wind blew from the N-NE sector with a wind speed of 3.6-5.7 m/s during the event.
Therefore, the effect of local sources, mainly the urban atmosphere, were observed to be more effective than
the industrial emission sources such as iron-steel and power plants facilities for the second rainfall event. Air
masses of rainfall event 4 originate at the W sector and reach the receptor site from the S-SW sector and the
upper atmospheric air masses of event 7 originate from N and follow the same path through the sampling site.
Their corresponding local wind sectors were from E-NE (2.1-3.6 m/s and NE and S-SW (0.51-2.1 m/s) for events
4 and 7, respectively. The PMs observed in the fourth and the �fth sequential samples of the rainfall event 2
(Fig. S8 (b contained predominantly local pollutants such as road dust particles, textile �bers, microplastics,
unburnt coal particles or biochar PMs and organic spherules that might be soot particles or secondary organic
PMs. The second PM in (e) is a sulfurous organic PM that might be a soot particle from the coal combustion.

SEM-EDS results and morphologies of PMs from the sixth, seventh, and eighth sequential samples of rainfall
event 7 were examined as examples and presented in Fig. S9. These sequential samples, again contained
mainly local pollutants such as microplastics, microplastic-�bers contaminated with road dust particles, silicon
dioxide and �y ash spherules, and spherical soot particles most probably from the urban tra�c.

From the sequential samples (9th to 12th fractional samples) of rainfall event 7, we observed four types of
particulates, namely, �brous particulate (a), spherical particulates (a), (b), (d), and (e), and �occulent particle (c),
and a fragmental particle (f) (Fig. S10). The identi�ed PMs were an oval-shaped organic particle (most
probably a pollen grain) and a mineral �ber of Si-Mg-Ca-Fe (a), �y ashes (b), (d), and (e), biochar or charcoal
fragment (Ottosen et al., 2005; Peresani et al., 2018) combined with vegetative detritus (c), and a
biopolymer/chitin fragment (f).

Results of this study showed that sequential sampling campaigns should be carried out at remote or at least
rural sites in order to apportion the sources and the source regions of individual PMs successfully. Because the
PM contributions from the local urban atmosphere and the other nearby point sources create challenges in the
discrimination of the PMs with respect to their potential sources. However, it is clear that the sequential rainfall
samples combined with particle size analyzer and SEM EDS are more advantageous in characterization and
source apportionment of coarse and �ne (> 0.1 µm) single particulate matter than routinely used sampling and
analyses techniques.

Conclusions
This study showed that the source apportionment of single atmospheric PMs in sequential rain samples can
be realized successfully when the SEM EDS analyses, particle size analyzer, and the chemical analyses results
were combined. We showed that the particle size analyzer can directly be used successfully to determine the
particle size distributions in the sequences of rainfall samples. The most frequently observed PMs, in this
study, were primary biological aerosol particles (PBAPs), biological organisms and/or biological debris, �y ash
from iron-steel and power plant facilities, resuspended road dust PMs, �bers, and fragments of microplastics,
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agglomerated and single organic spherules from tra�c emissions. PBAPs and the earth crustal PMs were the
most abundant ones in the earlier sequences (the �rst and the second sequences, in general) of the rainfall
events. Fly ash with high contents of sulfur and iron were identi�ed as the marker for the iron-steel facility
emissions, while the �y ash enriched with sulfur only were classi�ed as the markers of coal-�red power plants.
Results of the study showed also that the source apportionment of water insoluble single PMs in sequential
samples would be more successfully carried out at remote or rural sites since the local sources (urban
atmosphere in this study) obscure some of the PMs originating from regional or remote pollution sources.
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Figures

Figure 1

Location of the sampling site and important point sources. Star: Sampling site, Square: Ereğli Iron-steel Facility,
Triangle: Çatalağzı Thermal Power Plant, Circle: Karabük Iron-steel Facility.
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Figure 2

Five-day back trajectories at 500, 1000, and 1500 m (AGL) and local wind rose plot for the �rst rainfall event.

Figure 3

Particle size distributions in the sequences of the sixth rainfall event. The primary y-axis shows the percent
volume densities (blue line) and the secondary y-axis shows the cumulative volume percentages (green line).
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The embedded Dv(10), Dv(50), and Dv(90) values de�ne the distribution widths on the x-axis. Dv(10) means 10
% of the particle population lies below the corresponding particle size. Dv(50) is the central point where half of
the population lies below this value, and Dv(90) means 90 % of the particle population lies below the
corresponding particle size.

Figure 4

SEM images of primary biogenic aerosol particles obtained from sequential samples of rainfall event 1. (a)
centrally deformed spherical fungal spore with protuberances, (b)-(f) pollens, and pollen grains.
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